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Abstract. A fully coupled non-linear effective stress response finite difference (FD) model is built to
survey the counter-intuitive recent findings on the reliance of pore water pressure ratio on foundation contact
pressure. Two alternative design scenarios for a benchmark problem are explored and contrasted in the light
of construction emission rates using the EFFC-DFI methodology. A strain-hardening effective stress
plasticity model is adopted to simulate the dynamic loading. A combination of input motions, contact
pressure, initial vertical total pressure and distance to foundation centreline are employed, as model variables,
to further investigate the control of permanent and variable actions on the residual pore pressure ratio. The
model is verified against the Ghosh and Madabhushi high acceleration field test database. The outputs of
this work is aimed to improve the current computer-aided seismic foundation design that relies on ground’s
packing state and consistency. The results confirm that on seismic excitation of shallow foundations, the
likelihood of effective stress loss is greater in deeper depths and across free field. For the benchmark problem,
adopting a shallow foundation system instead of piled foundation benefitted in a 75% less emission rate, a
marked proportion of which is owed to reduced materials and haulage carbon cost.
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1. Introduction
Liquefaction in the context of high - r u >60% after Seed (1987) - pore water pressure induced
volumetric deformations is likely to occur in particulate materials including ground rock and mining
wastes (James et al., 2011), clean sands and silty sands. Implications of liquefaction in urban settings
are floatation - predominantly in underground structures (Chian et al. (2014); Sawicki and Mierczyński
(2015)) and excessive settlements (Romeo et al. 2015). Seismic actions are often sourced from the
inertia loads in onshore wind turbines in the event of emergency stop, traffic loads in maglevs
(Wichtmann et al., 2004) as well as high speed rails (Naeini and Gholampoor, 2014). Wind turbines, a
source of dynamic actions, are attracting increasing interest in the light of legally binding greenhouse
gas emissions plans. As an example, the development of onshore wind farms in the UK is expected to
continue to year 2020 with an aim to supply over 10 per cent of electricity annually (Simpson, 2013).
Planned and built turbines are widely distributed across the country, mostly coastlines and quaysides
which are covered with saturated sand alluvium superficial drifts, a ground type which can potentially
experience liquefaction under transient loads from turbines. For the renewable energy infrastructure
together with the newly planned rail transport infrastructure to be developed in the years to come, the
ground engineering practice needs to seek sustainable solutions to deliver a safe design while
contributing to emissions reduction pledges. One simple strategy is to explore the opportunity of using
gravity bases rather than deep foundations (and stone columns). To do so, revisiting the risk assessment
methods and enhancing our understanding of controlling factors of liquefaction is an ambitious, yet
promising aim.
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Cyclic shearing of saturated sands results in grain rearrangement and irrecoverable volume
contraction under constant confining stress, which leads to pore pressure buildup and ultimately a loss
in shear strength. Recent works suggest a reverse relationship between permanent overhead loads and
liquefaction induced subsidence (Bertalot and Brennan, 2015). With pore pressure building up, the
effective stress acting on grains tends to zero, while pore pressure tends to the initial confining pressure.
A variation in the stress state affects both the strength and stiffness of soil. Particularly at large strains,
K and G decrease and as such modulus reduction G/G max and damping D% factors are best to be
incorporated in design in nonlinear frameworks. Nonlinear soil response models have been practiced
since the mid-1970s and benefitted in bringing in the pore pressure development into analysis. Adoption
of nonlinear analysis is in particular useful (Wang et al., 2013) when soft soils are assessed under
seismic excitation. A number of commercial computer codes take into account soil nonlinearities,
although these generally lack in not employing advance constitutive models, including isotropickinematic hardening constitutive, hypo-plastic, or incrementally nonlinear models. Good recent
contributions include the works of Abate et al. (2007) and Abate et al. (2008), in which a simple
isotropic-kinematic hardening constitutive model was embedded into a commercial code and practical
implications were evaluated thereafter- see Abate et al. (2010) and Maugeri et al. (2013). The advanced
constitutive formulations, however, from a practical standpoint, often lack in being couched in part due
to their association with specific laboratory tests. Finn model is one simple well-established formulation
that incorporates irrecoverable volume-strains (∆𝜀𝜀𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ) versus cyclic shear-strain amplitude equations
into the M-C failure criterion (Martin et al., 1975; Wang et al., 2013).
Identification of the potential of liquefaction and prediction of resulting ground displacements have
long been subjects of much research with a suite of shortfalls remained yet to be filled. Disputed matters
include the confining stress threshold to which a soil may liquefy, and hence the cost of employing an
appropriate amelioration strategy to that critical depth. The soil’s liquefying depth is often reported as
low as 15m (Steedman et al., 2000; Youd et al., 2001), making piled foundation a viable structural
solution; particularly in regions of moderate to high seismicity. A better understanding of the
liquefaction mechanism can contribute to the sustainability of ground works and specifically in the
adoption of foundation type. For a benchmark problem, dynamic pore pressure calculations is
performed employing Finn model within 10 scenarios including 5 acceleration time histories and 2
action combinations (i.e. permanent and variable loads). The performance of the employed plasticity
model is examined through comparing measured and predicted pore pressure values gained by a
published high acceleration test as a measure of liquefaction risk.
2. Benchmark Problem
The study area is a wide lowland, with moderate seismicity (design peak ground acceleration of 0.3g
as recommended by national regulations) along the Caspian Sea coast comprised of deep profiles of
clayey silty sand drifts, with water standing at 1mbgl. Ground conditions and characteristic material
properties are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Blow count SPT profile on the geological conceptual model: reproduction of an earlier ground

investigation in the same area in Majidi et al. (2007)
Table 1. Ground conditions: 0mAOD – 8mbgl †
Upper sand drift1
Middle sandy
Upper sand drift
clayey silt drift2
(Late Holocene)3
D>2mm: %
0-5
0-1
0-5
D:63μm-2mm:%
60-96
2-49
20-65
D<63μm: %
0-40
51-98
30-80
D median : μm
110-270
1.5-60
W: %
6.0-50.0
30-92
25-80
γ: kN/m3
17.5-18.5
15.5-17.5
15.5-18.5
e
0.5-1.7
0.8-2.0
0.7-1.9
N (60)
>2
5-35
2-30
C’: kPa
0.01-0.03
0.05-0.25
Ø’: °
25-35
15-25
E s : kN/m2
E d : kN/m2
ʋ
K: m/s
1,2
consistent with figures in Hashemi et al. (2013); 3 also see Hashemi et al. (2014)

Characteristic
parameters †

0-2
10-55
25-60
150-300
25-60
18.0-20.0
1.1-1.8
25
0.1
30
15,000
20,000
0.3
1E-06

Ground properties used as input model parameters are listed in Column 5 ‘Characteristic parameters’ (upper
drift)
†

For the purpose of analysis, five acceleration time histories were adopted (as detailed in Section 3).
Baseline-corrected response spectra graphs are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Baseline-corrected acceleration series

3. Model development
3.1 Soil, Structure, and Soil-Structure Interface
The benchmark problem is modelled using the computer code FLAC - Fast Lagrangian Analysis of
Continua (Fig. 3). A 5.5𝑚𝑚 × 2.0𝑚𝑚 beam element of 1.5E+8 kN.m2 bending stiffness (i.e. linear elastic)
is used to model the mat foundation under plane strain conditions, which supports the 4-storey super
structure with a contact pressure of 40 kPa. The non-linear response of soil is simulated using the plastic
Mohr-Coulomb constitutive relationship, and 4-noded 1-to-2m width soil elements. Pore water pressure
buildup and dissipation are simulated using the Finn model. Maximum element size is set at 2m (i.e.
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increasing shear stress, the yield surface expands (strain-hardening), inducing plastic shear and
volumetric strains. Equation 4 shows the relevance of plastic shear strain increment 𝑑𝑑𝛾𝛾 𝑝𝑝 , with variation
in shear stress ratio 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.
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in which the plastic shear modulus, 𝐺𝐺 𝑝𝑝 , is a hyperbolic function of stress ratio 𝜂𝜂 = 𝜏𝜏/𝜎𝜎′ and 𝛾𝛾 𝑝𝑝 ,
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and 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 is the failure ratio of a value 0.7 to 0.98 in order, inversely proportional to the relative density,
and 𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓 is the stress ratio at failure.
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The associated increment of plastic volumetric strain, 𝑑𝑑𝜀𝜀𝑣𝑣 , is expressed as a function of plastic shear
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strain increment, 𝑑𝑑𝛾𝛾 , through the flow rule in Equation 6.
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in which 𝜙𝜙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the critical state friction angle. Depending on the 𝜙𝜙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , plastic volumetric strain may
be either contractive or dilative: for a stress ratio representing a friction angle less than 𝜙𝜙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , a contractive
behavior could be expected, whereas for 𝜙𝜙 > 𝜙𝜙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , soil tends to dilate.
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3.3 Model verification
Numerical effective stress modelling needs to be verified experimentally using soil models, which
are representative of field stress state. To replicate the ground stress conditions at laboratory scale, base
motion can be simulated on prototypes under a >1g acceleration field. The measured timed-trend of
excess pore water pressure - by the high acceleration field test - in Ghosh and Madabhushi (2004) is
compared with the predicted figures gained by the simulated test model to ensure the consistency.
Measured and predicted figures are presented in Fig. 4 for a saturated dense sand soil at the depth of
4.5mbgl, subjected to an acceleration field of 50g under a 150kPa surcharge.
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Fig. 4 FLAC predicted excess pore pressures versus experimentally measured figures after cyclic shearing
simulation in Ghosh and Madabhushi (2004)

4 Results and Discussion
Each model is subjected to five input ground motions, including a sequence of scaled versions of
components of the Loma Prieta (1989), Tabas (1978), Northridge (1994), Chi-Chi (1999), and Kobe
(1995).
For the impact of surcharge on liquefaction to be determined, the risk is once measured against depth
(at 6 points below ground level) at varied distances from the loaded area, and once for varied surcharge
values. To measure the risk, the pore pressure ratio 𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢 (i.e. normalized excess pore pressure against the
initial effective overburden stress) of 0.7 is set threshold beyond which liquefaction is probable. 𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢 is
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Fig. 6 Pore pressure ratio - Combination 1 G+Q: dashed line indicating liquefaction risk threshold (a-left)
free ground (b-right) beneath foundation edge
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Fig. 7 Pore pressure ratio - Beneath the centreline of foundation: dashed line indicating liquefaction risk
threshold (a-left) Combination 1 G+Q (b-right) Combination 2 G+0

A total number of 41 ‘type A’ piles combined with 19 ‘type B’ piles were initially recommended to
mitigate the risk of liquefaction. Piles were designed to act as single elements and were designed to be
capped with an 80cm thick slab of c.840 m2 area (Fig. 8). Through non-linear dynamic analysis,
surcharge is deemed to reduce the liquefaction potential, whereby soil beneath the structure shows
admissible levels of risk for amplitudes of horizontal input sine waves of 300 gal, a max =0.3g with a
frequency of 5 Hz. Thereby, a 1m thick mat foundation with four layers of Fi20@20cm c/c could replace
the designed piled system and satisfy state limits (predicted lateral and vertical displacements edging
below 30mm).
The consequent reduction in carbon footprint is quantified using BS EN 15804 (2013), indicating
that the alteration could contribute to embodied carbon emission limitation at a rate of 0.91 KgCO 2 e/kg
for reinforcing steel combined with 0.17 kgCO 2 e/kg for C50 concrete.
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Fig. 9(b) Carbon footprint of benchmark problem for spread (mat) foundation adoption

5. Conclusions
Results of a seismic vulnerability survey of a benchmark 4-storey building on a liquefiable soil have
been presented and critically discussed. The Finn strain-hardening plasticity model with non-associated
flow rule is adopted to take into account the excess pore water pressure build-up on seismic excitation.
Excess pore pressure measurements from a series of models suggested that, upon seismic excitation of
shallow foundations, the likelihood of the loss of effective stress is greater in deeper depths and across
free field. In addition, the likelihood of reaching a state of liquefaction is inversely proportional to
foundation contact pressure. Beneath shallow foundations, the loss of effective stress terminates as the
amplitude decreases from its early maximum order. For the surveyed benchmark problem, the
commonly practiced risk assessment showed a moderate-to-high potential of liquefaction and the
necessity for implementation of 900m of drilling to cast 15m long 1.5-2.0m in diameter reinforced
concrete piles. However, through taking into account the impact of dead surcharge in analysis and the
Finn constitutive model, the original scheme was altered to a 1-m thick mat foundation. That alteration
in design benefitted in a 75% drop in the emission rate, a marked proportion of which was on reduced
materials and haulage carbon cost.
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Modified blow SPT number
Plastic modulus at stress ratio 𝜂𝜂 tending to zero

Stress ratio at failure
Coefficient between 0.7 to 0.98, inversely proportional with relative density
𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓
W
Water content
Ed
Dynamic modulus of Elasticity
Es
Static modulus of Elasticity
D
Diameter of grains
e
Void ratio
Ø’
Peak drained angle of friction
C’
Effective cohesion
γ
Unit weight
ʋ
Poisson’s ratio
Volumetric strain
𝜀𝜀𝑣𝑣
Shear stress
𝜏𝜏
Effective normal stress
𝜎𝜎′
mbgl
Metre below ground level
mAOD Metre above ordnance datum
𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑓
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